Kaitlin Nelson, Instructor
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Class: High School Geometry

April 2008
Lesson: Card Game Proofs
Time: 90 minutes

Overview:
This lesson is designed for a high school Geometry course as an introduction to writing proofs.
Prior to this unit, students have been exposed to geometric terminology and symbols as well as a
variety of postulates, theorems and conjectures. The unit intends to bring together students’ prior
knowledge of geometric properties and to investigate concepts of congruence and similarity.
Technology will be incorporated into the classroom in order to promote higher levels of
mathematical discourse. Students will be asked not only to present step-by-step procedures, but
also to provide concrete justifications for each step. The document camera will be used to
integrate materials that are not easily displayed to an entire class, as well as to present studentproduced work in a manner that is less intimidating than using conventional classroom materials.
The lesson incorporates an emphasis on mathematics as a means of communication. Students
will experience mathematical discourse as they work with familiar card games (Crazy Eights and
Solitaire) to apply strategies of logic and proof.
Unit Goal:
Goal: To introduce the mathematical concept of proof to students and to develop their ability to
justify their mathematical procedures.
Standards Addressed (taken from NCTM Principles and Standards for grades 9 – 12):
• Recognize reasoning and proof as fundamental;
• Develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs;
• Recognize and apply mathematics in contexts outside of mathematics;
• Organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking through communication;
• Communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers, and
others;
• Analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others;
• Apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems;
• Monitor and reflect on the process of mathematical problem solving.
Lesson Objectives:
• Primary: The learners will be able to demonstrate an ability to connect ideas, providing
justifications along the way. They will determine appropriate procedures to move from a set
of given information to an overall goal.
• Secondary: The learners will recognize the importance of justification in mathematical
communication.
Resources & Materials:
• Document camera & projector
• Playing cards
• White board or Chalkboard
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Procedure:
• (3 minutes) Introduce the game of Crazy Eights. Ask students about their background
knowledge of the game and have students explain the rules while recording on white board:
o Rule #1: You can play any card that matches the suit.
o Rule #2: You can play any card that matches the rank.
o Rule #3: You can play an 8 to change the suit (like a wild card).
•

(1 minute) Using the document camera, display a hand of Crazy Eights. Explain that in
today’s lesson we will be “playing” a simplified version of Crazy Eights, starting with a
given hand and trying to work to play a specific card.
o Hand #1:

•
•
•
•
•

Given: 3 of Diamonds

Prove: You can play 4 of Hearts

(3 minutes) Allow students some Private Think Time (PTT) to come up with their own
individual strategies. Students should record their procedure and justifications for each step
(citing which rule they used) in their notebooks.
(2 minutes) Students then turn to assigned partners. Partner #1 explains his procedure and
justifications while Partner #2 listens, then vice versa. Each partner records the other
partner’s steps so they may compare their approaches.
(5 minutes) Choose one pair to come forward to show their moves under the document
camera. They must justify each move that is made. Students should display their written
procedures and explanations under the document camera.
(4 minutes) Ask this question, “Now that I’ve seen that it is possible to play the 4 of Hearts,
can I skip any steps to make the process a little more efficient? Why or why not?”
(1 minute) Using the document camera, display a second hand of Crazy Eights.
o Hand #2:

Given: 4 of Hearts

Prove: You can play 7 of Spades
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•

•

(5 minutes) Repeat the previous procedure (PTT, recording, partner sharing), but when
having partner presentations, first choose a pair that plays all of the cards (Diamond 4,
Diamond 8, Diamond 5, Spade 5, Spade 7). Contrast this with a group that does not play all
of the cards (Diamond 4, Diamond 5, Spade 5, Spade 7).
(4 minutes) Ask, “What is the difference between the two approaches? Did we arrive at the
same place? Do you think it matters if you add the extra step?”

•

(2 minutes) Propose questions: “What if my goal changes? What if my set of rules changes?
In mathematics, the scenarios will change, and we will need to adjust accordingly. Still, we
will need to communicate clearly by justifying our steps.”

•

(4 minutes) Introduce a modified version of the game Solitaire by explaining the rules.
While displaying various cards using the document camera, list rules on the white board:
Rule #1: Sequential descending order, alternating red and black.
Rule #2: Aces man move up, then sequential ascending order of the same suit.
Rule #3: Kings may move to empty spaces.
Rule #4: Strings of cards (as described in Rule #1) may be moved together as one
group.
o Rule #5: Only cards at the end of a string may move, unless a group moves as
described in Rule #4.
o
o
o
o

•

•

(2 minutes) Discuss the similarities in strategy, communication and justification of steps
between the two games.
o In this discussion, address topics of why the rules exist, what purpose they play in
the game and how they affect strategy.
For our purposes today, we will aim to make 1 string of cards from King through 2.

•

(1 minute) Present Hand #1 of Solitaire under the document camera as shown below:
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•
•
•

•
•

(5 minutes) Follow PTT, partner sharing and recording procedure as described above.
Hand #1 can be “solved” in 4 moves.
(10 minutes) This game now brings in a little twist. Have several groups present different
procedures that may have come up during the course of their discussion. When partners
present to the class, have them come forward to show their moves under the document
camera while describing the justifications for their steps. Written steps and explanations can
then be projected using the document camera.
(3 minutes) Ask the question, “Does the order that I do things in this game change the final
outcome? Did it matter in Crazy Eights?”
(4 minutes) Ask students to explain the difference in their thought process between the two
games.

•

(1 minute) Display Hand #2 under the document camera as shown below:

•
•
•

(5 minutes) Follow PTT and partner sharing and recording procedure as described above.
Hand #2 can be “solved” in 7 moves.
(10 minutes) Ask several groups to present differing procedures that may have come up
during the course of their discussion. When partners present to the class, have them come
forward to show their moves under the document camera while describing the justifications
for their steps.
The idea of order is important in this hand: there are times when order matters and other
times when it does not. (i.e. the ace of diamonds must move up top before the 7 and 6 can be
moved on top of the 8)
(5 minutes) Relate the idea of order to mathematical problems and proofs. Ask, “Are there
other times in math that you know order matters? When it does not matter?” (ex: Basic order
of operations requires multiplication before addition.) Then ask, “When are other times in
math that we need to justify (or show) our work? Why is this important?”

•
•
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Assessment:
• Present a hand of Crazy Eights containing the following cards:
Given: 10 of Hearts

•

Prove: You can play 7 of Clubs

(10 minutes) Working individually in their notebooks, students should attempt to prove the
given hand providing written justifications for each step in each of the following manners:
o Using all of the cards in the hand
o Using exactly 5 cards
o Using exactly 4 cards
o Using as few cards as possible
o Answer the following question: Is there a way to solve this hand using any given
number of cards? How would your answers change if an 8 was in the hand?

Future Lesson Preview:
• Relate the ideas of logic, order and justification to triangle congruence proofs. Next class
period will examine proving triangles congruent using Side-Side-Side (SSS) and AngleAngle-Side (AAS) theorems.
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